
ARMY COMBAT SHIRT

The only combat shirt authorized            
for wear outside the wire. 

Massif’s ACS is the new standard for 
hot-weather combat gear. A progressive 
design incorporates feedback from 
thousands of soldiers in some of the 
world’s most unforgiving environments. 
Innovative FR fabrics are lightweight, 
breathable, and highly wicking for 
exceptional comfort under armor. 
Available in MultiCam®  and UCP.

AIRMAN BATTLE SHIRT

The only combat shirt built for the  
U.S. Air Force.

Engineered specifically for airmen working 
outside the wire, the ABS features a high 
collar for added protection, flapped pen 
pockets to keep gear where it belongs, and 
high-performance fabrics for maximum 
comfort. With four-way stretch, a trim fit,  
and a field-proven design, the ABS is 
comfortable and protective combat wear. 

UNIVERSAL COMBAT SHIRT

Designed for Special Forces, International 
Forces, and Special Response Teams.

The Universal Combat Shirt was designed  
for wear under armor or packs during  
tactical missions that demand flame  
protection without sacrificing agility or  
speed. Zippered gear pockets on the  
shoulders allow access to gear even while 
wearing armor and hook and loop cuffs offer 
adjustable fit and reliable protection. Available 
in MultiCam®, OD Green, and Tan.

WINTER ARMY COMBAT SHIRT

Provides the same protection and comfort 
as the ACS when the mercury drops. 

Extensively field tested for the best 
design, the WACS keeps soldiers warm, 
but not hot, under body armor. Soft, 
stretchy HotJohns fabric on the torso 
provides just the right amount of warmth 
when worn under body armor, while 
fleece-lined Elements fabric provides 
extra warmth, durability, and rain 
protection for arms and shoulders. 

WINTER AIRMAN BATTLE SHIRT

Hybrid design keeps you warm, but not  
hot, for cold-weather combat operations.

The Winter Airman Battle Shirt performs 
like the ABS but for cold and wet weather. 
The torso features ultrasoft, four-way 
stretch HotJohns fabric, and a streamlined 
fit that eliminates bunching or riding up 
under armor. Elements triple-layer fabric 
provides wind and rain protection on the 
sleeves and yoke. Wear as a stand-alone 
garment or over a lightweight base layer. 

Full flame-resistant construction and materials for complete 

protection. 

Four-way-stretch and ergonomic design for maximum agility. 

No-seam shoulders and flat seam construction minimize  

chafing under armor. 

Hook and loop wrist closure for customizable fit and extra  

flame protection.

MASSIF COMBAT SHIRT FEATURES

MASSIF COMBAT SHIRTS 
Massif combat shirts are engineered for exceptional FR protection 
and comfort even under armor. Lightweight, breathable, wicking 
fabrics along with expert attention to technical design make all the 
difference when it counts the most.

“THIS SEEMS TO BE THE IDEAL EVOLUTION OF THE SHIRT. 

DURABLE AND COMFORTABLE WITH AMPLE PEN POCKETS AND 

IMPROVED SLEEVE POCKETS. THE ACS IS THE BEST SHIRT 

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FOR WEAR IN COMBAT.”

       SFC Jason Crosby, FORSCOM, Iraq

MASSIF COMBAT SHIRTS     Flame-Resistant | Highly Breathable | Moisture Wicking | 4-Way Stretch | Performance Fit

MASSIF IS A PROUD SUPPLIER TO: THE U.S. ARMY, NAVY, MARINES, COAST GUARD, AND AIR FORCE.

THE LAST WORD ON OUR FIRST PRIORITY: PROVIDING THE HIGHEST QUALITY GEAR FOR PEOPLE WITH THE WORLD’S MOST DANGEROUS JOBS.

To make gear that will stand up to the demands of high-risk jobs, Massif has a rigorous and extensive testing process.  All Massif fabrics and garments are tested for 
flame resistance, performance, and durability at independent textile labs that ensure our products meet our rigorous standards. However, pushing the limits of a fabric 
in the lab only tells so much, which is why Massif employs a global team of field testers who challenge our gear under real-world conditions. We use their hands-on 
expertise to help us design new garments, improve our existing product line, and make sure we build gear with as much functionality and comfort as possible.

Contact: SALESTEAM@MASSIF.COM  I  1-888-4-MASSIF  I  MASSIF.COM  I  498 Oak Street, Ashland, Oregon 97520

For a full list of garments including headwear and gloves, please visit MASSIF.COM  

FIELD TESTED. COMBAT PROVEN.
FLAME-RESISTANT TACTICAL GEAR

US Army soldiers from the 101st Airborne near Firebase Gundy Ghar in Zhari District of Helmand Province, Afghanistan, July 7, 2010. 
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MASSIF BEGAN WITH THE RADICAL CONCEPT THAT PROTECTIVE FLAME-RESISTANT GEAR CAN 

PERFORM AS WELL AS THE BEST OUTDOOR CLOTHING ON THE MARKET. WITH INNOVATIVE FABRICS 

AND FORWARD-THINKING DESIGNS, MASSIF CREATED A NEW GENERATION OF HIGH-END FR GEAR 

FOR PEOPLE WHO TAKE ON THE WORLD’S MOST DANGEROUS JOBS. OUR GEAR IS DESIGNED  

SPECIFICALLY FOR MILITARY, AVIATION, SEARCH AND RESCUE, WILDLAND FIRE, AND LAW  

ENFORCEMENT PROFESSIONALS – PEOPLE WHO KNOW WHAT IT’S LIKE TO PUT THEIR LIVES ON THE 

LINE. PEOPLE WHO DEPEND ON OUR GEAR WHEN IT MATTERS THE MOST.

ELEMENTS JACKET,  
 PANT, & VEST - U.S. ARMY 

Selected as the Intermediate  
Weather Outer Layer in the FREE program  
after years of rigorous testing. Ideal for cold, 
wet, and snowy weather.

· Authorized by the U.S. Army for use by 
aviators and combat vehicle crews · Zippered 
shoulder pockets provide easy access to  
gear even while wearing armor · Flapped 
pen pockets · Pass-through flap on jacket 
and vest provides access to CVC extraction 
straps · Available in MultiCam®  and UCP.

ELEMENTS LITE JACKET  
 AND PANT - U.S. ARMY

Selected as the Light Weather  
Outer Layer in the FREE program after years  
of rigorous testing. Ideal for high activity in  
cool and wet weather.

· Authorized for use by the U.S. Army 
· Zippered forearm pockets for easy access 
to gear · Adjustable cuffs for warmth and 
added protection · Pass-through flap on 
jacket and vest provides access to CVC  
extraction straps · Available in MultiCam®

and UCP.

BREEZE T-SHIRT

A performance shirt for at-risk  
professionals who need FR protection  
for training exercises, tactical missions,  
and off-duty recreational activities. Made  
of proprietary Massif Breeze fabric, the  
Breeze T-Shirt is Massif’s lightest weight  
and coolest short sleeve T-shirt. Available  
in Tan, OD Green, and Foliage Green.

BREEZE LS MOCK NECK

Designed with aviators in mind, the 
streamlined silhouette of this long-sleeve 
flame-resistant shirt fits seamlessly  
under a flight suit. Extra coverage on the 
neck offers FR protection where skin 
is typically exposed. Made with Massif 
Breeze fabric, this is the most breathable 
and lightest weight long sleeve T-shirt in 
the Massif line. Available in Tan,  
OD Green, and Foliage Green.

ELEMENTS JACKET AND PANT        
U.S. AIR FORCE

A streamlined design built with extensive  
feedback from Airmen operating in cold and  
wet conditions.

· Fielded by the U.S. Air Force · Flapped pen 
pockets within easy reach · Zippered forearm 
pocket for easy access to items · Velcro loop 
on chest and arms for name, rank, flag, and  
unit tape.

ELEMENTS JACKET AND PANT 
NAVAIR 

Our best-loved cold-weather softshell  
with a new design and functionality  
tailored for NAVAIR. 

· Large zippered shoulder pockets 
accessible with body armor · Flapped 
pen pockets within easy reach · Zippered 
forearm pocket for easy access to items.  
Available in Khaki P1. 

HELIUM LS CREW

In addition to being a great stand-alone  
long sleeve shirt, the knit fabric and  
standard collar make it ideal for profes-
sionals who need FR protection under a 
uniform blouse. Primarily constructed  
with Massif’s soft and stretchy Helium® 
fabric, strategic placement of Massif’s 
ultra-lightweight Breeze fabric optimizes 
breathability. Available in Tan and OD Green.

COOL KNIT T-SHIRT

Massif’s Cool Knit T-Shirt meets 
regulatory requirements that specify 
flame-resistant Nomex® fibers. Cool 
Knit is a specialized lightweight, highly 
breathable fabric constructed with 
DuPont™ Nomex IIIA brand fibers.  
Massif’s proprietary knitting and 
finishing techniques make this T-shirt 
incredibly soft, stretchy, and highly 
wicking. Available in both long or short 
sleeve and in Coyote Tan or Black.

ELEMENTS JACKET AND PANT      
TACTICAL

Massif’s hallmark FR softshell with a great  
new design for cold-weather tactical  
operations.  

· Large zippered shoulder pockets accessible 
with body armor · Flapped pen pockets 
within easy reach · Zippered forearm pocket 
for easy access to items · Available in Black 
and Coyote Tan.

LIGHTWEIGHT TACTICAL JACKET 

A lightweight, combat-style FR jacket for  
high-exertion tactical missions.

· Lightweight fabric for complete FR 
protection in a variety of weather  
conditions · Low-profile zippered 
shoulder pockets accessible with body  
armor · Hook and loop shoulder patches 
for insignia · Available in MultiCam®, Tan, 
and OD Green.

BREEZE BOXER BRIEF

Massif’s Breeze Boxer Brief has a  
streamlined, athletic fit that is both  
comfortable and supportive. This  
flame-resistant brief has been  
extensively field-tested to prove it won’t 
bunch, ride up, or chafe. Made with a  
soft, four-way-stretch, and ultra-  
breathable fabric and constructed with  
flat seams to increase comfort.  
Available in Tan and Foliage Green.

“YOUR UNQUESTIONABLE COMPETENCE AND DEMONSTRATED 

ABILITY TO RESPOND TO RAPIDLY CHANGING REQUIREMENTS  

ARE A TESTAMENT TO THE DEDICATION, COMMITMENT, AND  

PROFESSIONALISM OF YOUR WORKFORCE. I AM PROUD TO 

CONSIDER YOU A PARTNER IN OUR EFFORTS TO PROVIDE 

SOLDIERS WITH THE BEST CLOTHING AND INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT 

POSSIBLE. THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU HAVE DONE AND WILL 

CONTINUE TO DO IN SUPPORT OF OUR GREAT ARMY.”

       Certificate of Appreciation, Program Executive Office, U.S. Army

MASSIF FIRE & ICE LAYERING SYSTEM                                            
Massif’s Fire and Ice Layering System combines unsurpassed 
flame resistance with the performance characteristics found in 
today’s technically advanced outdoor clothing. Designed and  
field tested to perform seamlessly together. 

“WE LOVE YOUR STUFF. THE FIRE AND ICE SET UP IS JUST 

WHAT WE NEED FOR HIGH ALTITUDE SAR MISSIONS IN THE 

SIERRAS YEAR ROUND.”

       SSG Doug Camden, Army Aviation Support

MASSIF ELEMENTS OUTER LAYER                                                                
Extensively field tested in some of the world’s harshest environments, 
Massif Elements and Elements Lite™ garments provide wind  
resistance, water protection, and warmth in one streamlined package.

“AS I HAVE SAID TIME AND TIME AGAIN YOU GUYS TAKE THE TIME, 

AND DO THE RESEARCH TO PRODUCE A QUALITY PRODUCT TO 

KEEP YOUR CONSUMERS SAFE AND COMFORTABLE WHEN  

IMMINENT DANGER IS PART OF THEIR DUTY TITLE.”  

      SFC Jeffery Lawson, Iraq

BASE LAYER: MASSIF HOTJOHNS™
CREW AND BOTTOMS

Highly breathable and moisture wicking,  
HotJohns garments also feature four-way 
stretch for uninhibited range of motion when  
on the move or in cockpits and other  
cramped quarters. Next-to-skin softness  
and thoughtful attention to details like seam 
placement make HotJohns incredibly  
comfortable even under multiple layers. The 
crew can be worn as a standalone garment  
in warmer conditions. Available in Black, 
Coyote Tan, and Foliage Green.

MID LAYER: MASSIF FLAMESTRETCH™ 
BEANIE, PULLOVER, PANT, AND UNI

Massif Flamestretch stretches multi- 
directionally for extreme comfort and  
excellent flame resistance. High-tech fibers 
provide warmth even when wet and the  
breathable fabric is ultrasoft and comfortable 
next to skin. The pullover, pant, or uni can be 
worn as a base layer or over HotJohns for  
compounded warmth. Pullover and pants  
available in Black, Coyote Tan, and Foliage 
Green. Beanie, Uni, and Sock System  
available in Black.

OUTER LAYER: MASSIF ELEMENTS™  
JACKET, PANT, AND BIB

Currently in use by thousands of military,  
fire, and aviation personnel, Elements  
garments offer unsurpassed protection  
without sacrificing comfort. Designed to  
wear over multiple base layers and under 
packs, tactical vests, and body armor.  
Available in a variety of configurations, as 
pictured on the adjoining page.

MASSIF® FIRE & ICE™ LAYERING SYSTEM   Flame-Resistant | Lightweight | Highly Breathable | Moisture Wicking | 4-Way Stretch MASSIF® ELEMENTS OUTER LAYER  Flame-Resistant | 4-Way Stretch | Breathable | Windproof | Water Resistant MASSIF® T-SHIRTS & BRIEFS    Flame-Resistant | Lightweight | Highly Breathable | Moisture Wicking | 4-Way Stretch
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pocket for easy access to items · Velcro loop 
on chest and arms for name, rank, flag, and  
unit tape.

ELEMENTS JACKET AND PANT 
NAVAIR 

Our best-loved cold-weather softshell  
with a new design and functionality  
tailored for NAVAIR. 

· Large zippered shoulder pockets 
accessible with body armor · Flapped 
pen pockets within easy reach · Zippered 
forearm pocket for easy access to items.  
Available in Khaki P1. 

HELIUM LS CREW

In addition to being a great stand-alone  
long sleeve shirt, the knit fabric and  
standard collar make it ideal for profes-
sionals who need FR protection under a 
uniform blouse. Primarily constructed  
with Massif’s soft and stretchy Helium® 
fabric, strategic placement of Massif’s 
ultra-lightweight Breeze fabric optimizes 
breathability. Available in Tan and OD Green.

COOL KNIT T-SHIRT

Massif’s Cool Knit T-Shirt meets 
regulatory requirements that specify 
flame-resistant Nomex® fibers. Cool 
Knit is a specialized lightweight, highly 
breathable fabric constructed with 
DuPont™ Nomex IIIA brand fibers.  
Massif’s proprietary knitting and 
finishing techniques make this T-shirt 
incredibly soft, stretchy, and highly 
wicking. Available in both long or short 
sleeve and in Coyote Tan or Black.

ELEMENTS JACKET AND PANT      
TACTICAL

Massif’s hallmark FR softshell with a great  
new design for cold-weather tactical  
operations.  

· Large zippered shoulder pockets accessible 
with body armor · Flapped pen pockets 
within easy reach · Zippered forearm pocket 
for easy access to items · Available in Black 
and Coyote Tan.

LIGHTWEIGHT TACTICAL JACKET 

A lightweight, combat-style FR jacket for  
high-exertion tactical missions.

· Lightweight fabric for complete FR 
protection in a variety of weather  
conditions · Low-profile zippered 
shoulder pockets accessible with body  
armor · Hook and loop shoulder patches 
for insignia · Available in MultiCam®, Tan, 
and OD Green.

BREEZE BOXER BRIEF

Massif’s Breeze Boxer Brief has a  
streamlined, athletic fit that is both  
comfortable and supportive. This  
flame-resistant brief has been  
extensively field-tested to prove it won’t 
bunch, ride up, or chafe. Made with a  
soft, four-way-stretch, and ultra-  
breathable fabric and constructed with  
flat seams to increase comfort.  
Available in Tan and Foliage Green.

“YOUR UNQUESTIONABLE COMPETENCE AND DEMONSTRATED 

ABILITY TO RESPOND TO RAPIDLY CHANGING REQUIREMENTS  

ARE A TESTAMENT TO THE DEDICATION, COMMITMENT, AND  

PROFESSIONALISM OF YOUR WORKFORCE. I AM PROUD TO 

CONSIDER YOU A PARTNER IN OUR EFFORTS TO PROVIDE 

SOLDIERS WITH THE BEST CLOTHING AND INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT 

POSSIBLE. THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU HAVE DONE AND WILL 

CONTINUE TO DO IN SUPPORT OF OUR GREAT ARMY.”

       Certificate of Appreciation, Program Executive Office, U.S. Army

MASSIF FIRE & ICE LAYERING SYSTEM                                            
Massif’s Fire and Ice Layering System combines unsurpassed 
flame resistance with the performance characteristics found in 
today’s technically advanced outdoor clothing. Designed and  
field tested to perform seamlessly together. 

“WE LOVE YOUR STUFF. THE FIRE AND ICE SET UP IS JUST 

WHAT WE NEED FOR HIGH ALTITUDE SAR MISSIONS IN THE 

SIERRAS YEAR ROUND.”

       SSG Doug Camden, Army Aviation Support

MASSIF ELEMENTS OUTER LAYER                                                                
Extensively field tested in some of the world’s harshest environments, 
Massif Elements and Elements Lite™ garments provide wind  
resistance, water protection, and warmth in one streamlined package.

“AS I HAVE SAID TIME AND TIME AGAIN YOU GUYS TAKE THE TIME, 

AND DO THE RESEARCH TO PRODUCE A QUALITY PRODUCT TO 

KEEP YOUR CONSUMERS SAFE AND COMFORTABLE WHEN  

IMMINENT DANGER IS PART OF THEIR DUTY TITLE.”  

      SFC Jeffery Lawson, Iraq

BASE LAYER: MASSIF HOTJOHNS™
CREW AND BOTTOMS

Highly breathable and moisture wicking,  
HotJohns garments also feature four-way 
stretch for uninhibited range of motion when  
on the move or in cockpits and other  
cramped quarters. Next-to-skin softness  
and thoughtful attention to details like seam 
placement make HotJohns incredibly  
comfortable even under multiple layers. The 
crew can be worn as a standalone garment  
in warmer conditions. Available in Black, 
Coyote Tan, and Foliage Green.

MID LAYER: MASSIF FLAMESTRETCH™ 
BEANIE, PULLOVER, PANT, AND UNI

Massif Flamestretch stretches multi- 
directionally for extreme comfort and  
excellent flame resistance. High-tech fibers 
provide warmth even when wet and the  
breathable fabric is ultrasoft and comfortable 
next to skin. The pullover, pant, or uni can be 
worn as a base layer or over HotJohns for  
compounded warmth. Pullover and pants  
available in Black, Coyote Tan, and Foliage 
Green. Beanie, Uni, and Sock System  
available in Black.

OUTER LAYER: MASSIF ELEMENTS™  
JACKET, PANT, AND BIB

Currently in use by thousands of military,  
fire, and aviation personnel, Elements  
garments offer unsurpassed protection  
without sacrificing comfort. Designed to  
wear over multiple base layers and under 
packs, tactical vests, and body armor.  
Available in a variety of configurations, as 
pictured on the adjoining page.

MASSIF® FIRE & ICE™ LAYERING SYSTEM   Flame-Resistant | Lightweight | Highly Breathable | Moisture Wicking | 4-Way Stretch MASSIF® ELEMENTS OUTER LAYER  Flame-Resistant | 4-Way Stretch | Breathable | Windproof | Water Resistant MASSIF® T-SHIRTS & BRIEFS    Flame-Resistant | Lightweight | Highly Breathable | Moisture Wicking | 4-Way Stretch



ARMY COMBAT SHIRT

The only combat shirt authorized            
for wear outside the wire. 

Massif’s ACS is the new standard for 
hot-weather combat gear. A progressive 
design incorporates feedback from 
thousands of soldiers in some of the 
world’s most unforgiving environments. 
Innovative FR fabrics are lightweight, 
breathable, and highly wicking for 
exceptional comfort under armor. 
Available in MultiCam®  and UCP.

AIRMAN BATTLE SHIRT

The only combat shirt built for the  
U.S. Air Force.

Engineered specifically for airmen working 
outside the wire, the ABS features a high 
collar for added protection, flapped pen 
pockets to keep gear where it belongs, and 
high-performance fabrics for maximum 
comfort. With four-way stretch, a trim fit,  
and a field-proven design, the ABS is 
comfortable and protective combat wear. 

UNIVERSAL COMBAT SHIRT

Designed for Special Forces, International 
Forces, and Special Response Teams.

The Universal Combat Shirt was designed  
for wear under armor or packs during  
tactical missions that demand flame  
protection without sacrificing agility or  
speed. Zippered gear pockets on the  
shoulders allow access to gear even while 
wearing armor and hook and loop cuffs offer 
adjustable fit and reliable protection. Available 
in MultiCam®, OD Green, and Tan.

WINTER ARMY COMBAT SHIRT

Provides the same protection and comfort 
as the ACS when the mercury drops. 

Extensively field tested for the best 
design, the WACS keeps soldiers warm, 
but not hot, under body armor. Soft, 
stretchy HotJohns fabric on the torso 
provides just the right amount of warmth 
when worn under body armor, while 
fleece-lined Elements fabric provides 
extra warmth, durability, and rain 
protection for arms and shoulders. 

WINTER AIRMAN BATTLE SHIRT

Hybrid design keeps you warm, but not  
hot, for cold-weather combat operations.

The Winter Airman Battle Shirt performs 
like the ABS but for cold and wet weather. 
The torso features ultrasoft, four-way 
stretch HotJohns fabric, and a streamlined 
fit that eliminates bunching or riding up 
under armor. Elements triple-layer fabric 
provides wind and rain protection on the 
sleeves and yoke. Wear as a stand-alone 
garment or over a lightweight base layer. 

Full flame-resistant construction and materials for complete 

protection. 

Four-way-stretch and ergonomic design for maximum agility. 

No-seam shoulders and flat seam construction minimize  

chafing under armor. 

Hook and loop wrist closure for customizable fit and extra  

flame protection.

MASSIF COMBAT SHIRT FEATURES

MASSIF COMBAT SHIRTS 
Massif combat shirts are engineered for exceptional FR protection 
and comfort even under armor. Lightweight, breathable, wicking 
fabrics along with expert attention to technical design make all the 
difference when it counts the most.

“THIS SEEMS TO BE THE IDEAL EVOLUTION OF THE SHIRT. 

DURABLE AND COMFORTABLE WITH AMPLE PEN POCKETS AND 

IMPROVED SLEEVE POCKETS. THE ACS IS THE BEST SHIRT 

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FOR WEAR IN COMBAT.”

       SFC Jason Crosby, FORSCOM, Iraq

MASSIF COMBAT SHIRTS     Flame-Resistant | Highly Breathable | Moisture Wicking | 4-Way Stretch | Performance Fit

MASSIF IS A PROUD SUPPLIER TO: THE U.S. ARMY, NAVY, MARINES, COAST GUARD, AND AIR FORCE.

THE LAST WORD ON OUR FIRST PRIORITY: PROVIDING THE HIGHEST QUALITY GEAR FOR PEOPLE WITH THE WORLD’S MOST DANGEROUS JOBS.

To make gear that will stand up to the demands of high-risk jobs, Massif has a rigorous and extensive testing process.  All Massif fabrics and garments are tested for 
flame resistance, performance, and durability at independent textile labs that ensure our products meet our rigorous standards. However, pushing the limits of a fabric 
in the lab only tells so much, which is why Massif employs a global team of field testers who challenge our gear under real-world conditions. We use their hands-on 
expertise to help us design new garments, improve our existing product line, and make sure we build gear with as much functionality and comfort as possible.

Contact: SALESTEAM@MASSIF.COM  I  1-888-4-MASSIF  I  MASSIF.COM  I  498 Oak Street, Ashland, Oregon 97520

For a full list of garments including headwear and gloves, please visit MASSIF.COM  

FIELD TESTED. COMBAT PROVEN.
FLAME-RESISTANT TACTICAL GEAR

US Army soldiers from the 101st Airborne near Firebase Gundy Ghar in Zhari District of Helmand Province, Afghanistan, July 7, 2010. 


